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In general, the “Third Main Theorem” does not hold for rr-blocks. In 
this paper, however, we show that a “Third Main Theorem” does hold in 
certain cases and give applications to isometries. 
We prove 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a finite group, x be a subset of n(G). Let L be a 
subgroup of G, A be a union of z-sections of L. Assume: 
(i) G has a nilpotent Hall x-subgroup, H say, and No(X) is n-solvable 
brhenecer 1 # X Q H. 
(ii) L has a nilpotent Hall x-subgroup, and whenever two n-elements of 
A are conjugate in G they are conjugate in L. 
(iii) For each x-element a E A, Co(a) = C,(a)O,.(C,(a)). 
Then there is an isomerry a: V;( L, A) + V,“(G, A*) such that 0” = 
~xEB;rG, (O’, x)x for any (9~ V,“(L, A) (where V;(L, A) is the space of class 
functions which are linear combinations of characters in the principal x-block 
of L, and which vanish outside A, and where A* is the smallest union of 
x-sections of G containing A). 
Remark. In particular, o sends generalized characters to generalized 
characters. In the above, Br’(G) denotes the x-block which contains the 
trivial character (the “principal” n-block). 
We also prove 
THEOREM 2. Let G, IC be as above. Suppose that condition (i) of 
Theorem 1 is satisfied and that 7c consists of odd primes. If 3 E 7c, suppose that 
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Qd(3) is not imolved in G. Then the remaining hypotheses of Theorem 1 are 
satisfied with L = N,(ZJ(H)), A = (n-singular elements of L}. Furthrmore, 
if L/O,(L) is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel HO,(L)/O,.(L), all 
irreducible characters in the principal z-block of G are constant on z-sections 
of non-identity n-elements (J(H) = (J(O,(H)): PE~C), where J(O,(H)) 
denotes the usual Thompson subgroup of O,(H) (i.e., the subgroup generated 
bJ> its Abelian subgroups of ma.uimal order)). 
Our first few results are true for arbitrary finite groups. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let N be a normal n’-subgroup of the group G. Then: 
(i) Irr( G/N) is a union of x-blocks of G. 
(ii) For anJ x-element .Y E G, B,(x) (the union of z-blocks of 
C,(x) corresponding to Irr(G/N) in Theorem 6 of [4]) is precisel? 
Irr(C,(.u)/C,(x) j. 
Proof. (i) IW’CzElrrcG ~,~(l)~,.G~(g~‘)g=I~Vl-‘~~E.,,n, which 
is an idempotent of Z(R,G), so Irr(G;N) is a union of x-blocks of G. 
(ii) Let s be a n-element of G. and let J E C,v(x). Then 
CzclrrtG .v, zW’) A-v) = C,,EB.,(r) P( 1) P(J) (as in Theorem 6 of C41). On 
the other hand, since J E N, we have z(q) = x(.x) for all x E Irr(G/‘N) so 
1 ,,.*,\-,r,~(l)~(?.)=C. LE~rr(G .vj Ix(.y)l*= ICG .s(+W = IC,(.u)l!lC,d.~)l as 
.Y is a n-element and N is a normal rc’-subgroup. 
On the other hand, if J*E C,(x)~,~C,(s) and J is x-regular then XN and 
.YJ.N are not conjugate in G/N as XN is a rc-element and XJ~N is not. 
Hence XIE IrrfG ,\I x(-y -‘)x(x.r)=O=~ ,le B,,r, P( 1) P(J). Thus we have 
x ,~tB,r,~(l)~:,.ECG,.~I~~(~~‘)?~=~,~EITT,C.~,.~,.C,.I’i,lP(1)~~~(.L,.~,B(~~‘)1~. 
and the proof of Proposition 1 is complete. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be a finite group such that F*(G) is a n-group. 
Then tfG contains a n-element such that O,(C,(x)) # 1, B,(x) (the union of 
z-blocks of C,(x) corresponding to the principal z-block of G as in Theorem 
G of [4]). is not the principal x-block of C,(.Y). 
Proof By Theorem 9 of [4], G has only one n-block. Thus B,(x) = 
Irr(C,(x), whilst the principal z-block of C,(x) is certainly a subset of 
Irr(CG(x);O,(CG(.x))). 
EXAMPLE. Let G be a Frobenius group of order 42, n = (2, 7 ). Then 
O,.(G) = 1 G so F*(G) is a x-group. Let x be an involution of G. Then 
O,(C,(s)) has order 3, so the “Third Main Theorem for x-blocks” fails 
within G. 
For the remainder of this section, unless otherwise stated, we assume 
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that G is a finite group with a nilpotent Hall rc-subgroup H (where 
71 c n(G)) that C,(X) is n-solvable whenever 1 #X< H, and that 17~1 22. 
We will show that the “Third Main Theorem for rr-blocks” holds within G 
under these conditions. The assumption that 17~1 2 2 is no loss of generality, 
as Brauer’s Third Main Theorem holds in the case 17~1 = 1 and is equivalent 
to the formulation we are using. 
The first Lemma is very easy. 
LEMMA 3. (i) NJX) is rc-solvable wheneuer 1 # X< H. 
(ii) Whenever R, S are non-trivial n-groups which centralize each 
other, O,.(C,(R)) n C,(S) < O,.(C,(S)). 
Proof: (i) We may suppose that X is a p-group for some prime p E x. 
Let T= OP.(H). Then by a theorem of Wielandt [S], every Hall (x\ { p})- 
subgroup of C,(X) is conjugate to T, so NG(X) = C,(X)(N,(X) n NG( T)). 
By assumption C,(X) is rc-solvable, so it suffices to show that NJ T) is 
x-solvable. However, NJ T) = C,( T) NJ H) since every Hall n-subgroup 
of TC,( T) is conjugate to H. Now C,(T) is rr-solvable, and N,(H) is 
certainly rr-solvable, so NJ T) is n-solvable, as required. 
(ii) RS is a rc-group, so is conjugate to a subgroup of H by the 
theorem of Wielandt mentioned above. We may as well assume, then, that 
RS6 H. In particular, C,(S) is rr-solvable. It sufftces to prove that 
whenever X is a x-solvable group with a nilpotent Hall 7c-subgroup and 
with U,.(X) = 1, then O,.( C,( T)) = 1 for every x-subgroup, T, of X. 
For such an X, F*(X) is a n-group, so F*(X) = F(X). It suffices to prove 
that [F(X),.O,(C,(T))] = 1 whenever T is a n-subgroup of X. Now TF(X) 
is a rc-group, so is nilpotent, so [F(X), T; n] = 1 for some n. Suppose 
that O,,( C,( T)) does not centralize F(X). Then we can choose an integer 
k>O minimal subject to: O,.(C,( T)) centralizes [F(X), T; k]. Let U= 
[F(X), T; k- 11. Then [U, T, O,,(C,(T))] = [T, O,.(C,(T)), U] = 1, so 
[O,.(C,( T)), II, T] = 1. Thus [O,.(C,( T)), U] d C,(T), so normalizes 
O,(C,( T)). On the other hand, [O,(C,( T)), U] is a x-group and is 
normalized by O,.(C,( T)), so [O,( C,( T)), U, O,.( C,( T))] = 1. Thus 
[O,(C,( T)), U] = 1 as Cr is a n-group and O,(C,( T)) is a rr’-group nor- 
malizing 17. This contradicts the choice of k, so that proof of Lemma 3 is 
complete. 
PROPOSITION 4. Assume that x consists of odd primes and that Qd(3) is 
not involved in G if 3 E rc. Let L = N,(ZJ(H)). Then whenever 1 # X < H, we 
have N&X) = O,,(C,(X)) NL( X). Furthermore, whenever XR d L for some 
g E G, we may write g = cu, where c E C,(X), u E L. In particular, any 
two x-elements of H which are conjugate in G are conjugate in L, and 
C,(x) = C,(x) O,.(C,(x)) whenever x E H”. 
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Proof: Once the first assertion is established, the result follows from 
Lemma 7 and Proposition E of [3]. 
If the first assertion is false, we may choose a subgroup X# 1 of H with 
INH( maximal subject to NJX) # O,.(C,(X)) NL(X). Let T be a Hall 
n-subgroup of NL(X). Then T” < H for some UE L. Then NH(XU) is a Hall 
rr-subgroup of NL(XU) and N&F) # O,.( C,(Y’)) N,(Y), so by the choice 
of X, NH(X) is a Hall rr-subgroup of N,(X). 
We note that if M is a a-solvable group with O,.(M)= I and with a 
nilpotent Hall o-subgroup S, then ZJ(S) 4 A4 if 0 is a set of odd primes 
and Qd( 3) is not involved in A4 if 3 E c‘. Choose p E (T, and let P E Syl,(S). 
Then M = O,.(M) N,(ZJ( P)). Now F*( OJ M)) = F( O,.( M)) is a o-group, 
so P centralizes F*(O,.( M)) and hence also centralizes O,(M). Thus 
O,-(M) d N,(ZJ( P)) so ZJ( P) 4 M as p was arbitrary. 
Let R = NH(X). Then R > X (for certainly X# H). Now NJ R) = 
O,.( C,(R)) N,(R) by the choice of X (for either R = H or N,(R) > R). 
Hence X,(R) n NJ X) = O,.( C,( R)) (N,(R) n N,(X)). Thus R is a 
Hall n-subgroup of NJ R) n NJ.%‘), so is a Hall rr-subgroup of NJX) 
(as NJX) has a nilpotent Hall rr-subgroup). By the argument above, 
N,(X) = O..(C,(X)) (NJZJ(R)) n N,(X)). Furthermore, N,(ZJ(R)) = 
O,,(N,(ZJ(R))) N,(ZJ(R)) by the choice of X. By Lemma6 of [3], 
XJZJ(R)) n N,(X) = O,~(N,(ZJ(R) n N,(X)) (N,(ZJ(Rj) n NJX)). 
Since N,(X) = O,(C,(X)) (N,(X) n N,(ZJ(R)), we have O,(N,(X) n 
N,( ZJ( R))) < O,.( C,(X)). Consequently, NG(X) = OAC,(X)) NL(W, 
contrary to the choice of A’. The proof of Proposition 4 is complete. 
LEMMA 5. Let M be a z-solvable group bvith a nilpotent Hall z-subgroup 
.for some set of primes T, and with O,,(M) = 1. Then .for any prime p E 5, 
each p-block of M is a block of full defect. 
Prooj: Let X E Syl,(O,.,,(M)). Then M = O,.(M) N.M(X). Now 
F*(O,.(M)) is a r-group, so F*(O,(M))=F(O,.(M)), and [X,F(O,(M))] 
= 1. It readily follows that [X, O,.(M)] = 1, so X4 M. 
Let D be a defect group for some p-block of M. Then X6 D. Let 
P E Syl,( M) with D < P. Then for some p-regular J E M, D E Syl,( C,( J)). 
Since M is p-solvable and J centralizes a Sylow p-subgroup of O,.,,(M), 
I: lies in O,(M). Now [P, F*(O,.(M))] = 1, so [P, O,.(M)] = 1, so 
[P, ~1 = 1, and D = P, as required. 
THEOREM 6. Whenever x E H#, B,(x) (the union of x-blocks of C,(x) 
corresponding to the principal x-block of G in Theorem 6 of [4]) is the 
principal x-block of C,(x). 
Proof: By Lemma 3 and the results of Puig [ 1, Sect. 23, for each prime 
p E rc, there is a union of p-blocks of G, say BP’, such that for each p- 
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element x E G CxE Bptk) x (~~~‘~~‘)X(~~~~=~~,eIrr,C~,r)O.~lCG,x)))~(-1(~’)ll(~) 
whenever y, z E C,(x),. (translating into the terms of Theorem 6 of [4]). 
We may, and do, assume that Br’ consists of p-blocks of positive defect. 
We will prove that in this case BF) = BF) whenever p, 4 E 7~. 
We first prove that Br’ is a union of p-blocks of full defect. Let D be a 
defect group for a p-block B c B,, . (‘) Then D is the defect group of a p-block 
of N,(D) associated with an idempotent occurring in the decomposition 
of Br (e’“‘) where e’“) is the idempotent of Z(FG) associated with Br' 
(F a ‘sp!ittmg field Lf characteristic p), and where Br, is the Brauer 
homomorphism from Z(FG) to Z(FN,(D)). 
By the results of Puig [ 1, Sect. 21, and Lemma 3, Br (efr;‘) = 
l~AC,(D))l-’ Lo,,cc,o,, u (in Z(FC,(D))). Thus any block ide’miotent 
occurring in the decomposition of Br,(ep)) is “really” a block idempotent 
of NJ D)/O,.( C,( D)). By Lemma 5, any p-block of NG( D)/O,.( C,( D) has 
full defect. Thus D E Syl,(N,( D)), so D E Syl,(G), as required to establish 
our claim. 
Now choose a prime p E rc and a p-singular n-element x with p part xp. 
Then whenever J, z E C,( xp)p. 
,.& A*q’!f-‘) El(.x,-‘) = c NY-‘) A=). 
,” b1E Irr(C&pJ O,~,C~(.r,)I~ 
By Lemma 3, O,.( C,(x)) = O,( C,(x,)) A C,(x). By Proposition 1, we 
have (whenever U, t’ E C,(x),. j 
c p(x;W) /l(.K,.L!) = c BW9 B(L1). pEIrr,CG,.YpJ O,,CGl.y9))~ /,EIrr,C~,.‘o:‘O.,C~,I~~~ 
Thus whenever U, I; E C,(x),, we have 
c %(x-‘u-‘) x(xc) = 1 p(x;‘u-‘)p(xp~L~) 
/EBF’ Ire IrrlCc, rp)‘O.~,CG,.rp))) 
= 
c mu-‘) B(L>). 
/?EITTIC~,.I) O.IC&l)) 
By Lemma 4 of [4] for any x E Br' and any I; E C,(x),., we have x(y) = 
CgE Irr(CGlr),O,.(CG~x))) (x I cc,r,v /3) fib-) (in particular, x(w) = x(-u)?) whenever 
z E O,(C,(x))), and furthermore whenever x’ E Irr(G) is such that there is a 
fixed set of complex numbers {es: DE Irr(C,(x)/O,(C,(x))} such that 
x’(v) = x BEIrC(CC,x)iO..,CC,x))) cg B(v) for all Y E C&L,, then either 
x’ E Br', or x’ vanishes on the n-section of x in G. 
Suppose that for some x’ E Irr(G) we have ~‘(xyz) = $(xy) whenever 
y E C,(x),. and z E O,(C,(x)). Let j3 E Irr(C,(x)) with O,(C,(x)) C ker fi. 
Then for FGAx).~, C~,o,.,~,,,,,x’(x~z)B(x~z) = x’(-K~~!)C=~~~,~~,.‘))P(X~Z) 
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= 0. Since C,(x),. is a union of cosets of O,.(C,(x)), it readily follows that 
we may write (for each YE C,(x),.) x’(x~)=~ BElrrlCc(s):O,(Cc(-~) q?Kvh 
where the cp’s are fixed complex numbers. Thus either x’ E BF) or else x’ 
vanishes identically on the n-section of x. 
Hence we can characterize IIF) as follows: 
(i) For each XE Br’. each p-singular n-element, x, of G, each 
J-E C,(.u),. and each 2 E O,,(C,(x)) we have x(x,:?) = I. 
(ii) Suppose that x is an irreducible character of G such that there is 
a p-singular n-element, x, of G such that x does not vanish on S:(x) and 
x(x+rz) = x(.YJ+) whenever J’E C,(x),. and 2 E O,.(C,(x)). Then x E Bb”). 
We want to prove that BP) = Br’ whenever p, q E n. Let p, q E 7t, (p Zq), 
PE Syl,(H), Q E Syl,( H). It suffices to prove that BF’c By’. If possible, 
choose z E Bj;“‘:,BF’. Choose a E Z(P) *, h E Q #, and let x = ab. Suppose 
that x(x) #O. Then whenever J’E C,(x),. and ZE O,(C,(x)) we have 
~(XJY) = x(xy). since x is a p-singular n-element and x E BF’. Since .Y is also 
a q-singular n-element, we have x E B, tK’ by the remarks above, contrary to 
assumption. Thus whenever u E Z( P)# and b E Q#, I = 0. 
Let N = !VG( P). Then any two elements of C,(P) which are conjugate in 
G are already conjugate in A7 We know that x lies in a p-block with defect 
group P, and that the corresponding block of 11’ has O,.(N) in its kernel. 
Fix a E Z(P) ‘. There is an irreducible character p of X/0,.( 1\1) P such that 
for all b E Q * we have [G: C,(ab)] x(ah)/z( 1) = [N: C,V(ab)] l(ab)lp( 1) 
(mod p), where p is a prime ideal of Z[exp(Zrri/(G()] containing p. 
Since I = 0 for each h E Q” we see that [N: C,(ab)] p(ah),/p( 1) E p 
for each ~EQ”. so pip for each hi Q” as Pb ker p and 
p 1 [A’: C,v(ab)]. 
Let W= .iV;O,.(N). Then R is rc-solvable with nilpotent Hall n-subgroup 
R. Now Q centralizes F(O,.(5)) = F*(O,.(R)), so Q centralizes O,.(R). 
Thus O,( #) E Syl,( O,..,(m)), and in particular, O,(m) # i. 
Let R be the pre-image in Q of O,(m). For any be R#, p(b)Ep. Now 
RaN. and &eRp(6)=p(1) (modp), so (pIR, l)#O since pip(l). Since 
R 4 ,V, we must have i? d ker p. Then for any b E R we have p(b) = p( 1) $ p 
contrary to the fact that p(b)Ep for all such b. This contradiction shows 
that B’“’ = Br’ whenever p, q E n. 
It t&w follows that BL”) is a union of n-blocks of G. Now for any rc- 
element x E G”, Bg)( C,(x)) = Irr(C,(x)/O..( C,(x))) by Theorem 9 of [4] 
and by Proposition 1 (since F*( C,(x)/O.( C,(x))) is a n-group). It is clear 
that 1 E B%) for each p E rc, and hence that B:‘(G) c BF) Thus whenever 
x E G# is a r-element we have CXB;~,GJ 1I-,(-~)1 --. ~)d?~~,C&)) 2< I~(x)12 whilst 
also from Theorem 6 of [4], ~XtB~~,G) Ix(x)12 =&EB,r, Ip(x)12 for some 
union of rr-blocks, B(x) say, of C,(x) and from Lemma 4 of [4] it also 
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follows that for each JE C,(x),. we have I= CBEEtX) (P, 1) Kv), so 
1 E B(x) and Bp,(C,(x)) c B(x). Thus 
c IX(-~)lZ 2 c IAx)12. XE Bt”‘cGl I‘E ~‘(C&,, 
Hence x(x) = 0 whenever 7~ BF,\Bt;,(G). Since this applies to each 
XE H”, IHI Ix(l) for each such x (as (~1~~ 1 H) = x( 1 )/I HI ), contrary to the 
fact that f3;, consists of p-blocks of positive defect for each prime PE 7~. 
Hence BF, = Bg,( G), as required. 
Proof of Theorem 2. It only remains to prove that when L/O,,(L) is a 
Frobenius group with kernel HO,.(L)/O,.(L), all irreducible characters in 
the principal n-block of G are constant on rr-sections of non-identity rc- 
elements. Let x be a n-element of G #. Then some conjugate of x lies in H, 
so we may assume that XE H, and we do so. Then C,(X) = 
C,(X) O,(C,(x)) by Proposition 4. Now C,(x)/(O,.(L) n C,(x)) is a rc- 
group by assumption, so C,(x) has a normal n-complement, and C,(x) 
does also. For any XE Bg,(G) and any JE C,(x),. we have x(xy)= x(x) 
since it E O,( C,(X)) and x E BF, for any prime q E K with q1 I (x)1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We claim that V;(G, A*) is the space of class 
functions, 8, of G which vanish outside A* and which satisfy B(abc) = 8(ab) 
whenever a E A* is a rc-element bE C,(a),. and c E O,.(C,(a)). It is clear 
from earlier remarks that Vt,(G, A*) is contained in this space. On the 
other hand, it is easy to see that for 8 as above and any n-element UE A 
such that 8 does not vanish on s:(u), we can find complex numbers 
CJP E Irr(C,(u)jO,.(C,(u)))) with e(b) = CpEIrr(CC((ll.on(CG(a,,) c,Aab) for 
all n-regular be C,(u),.. It easily follows from this that whenever 
x$Bg’(G) we have ~,,p,,,0(u)~(u)=O. Hence 0e Vg,(G, A*). 
A similar characterizatton of Vg)(L, A) can be given. It follows from the 
results of [3] (for example) that u is an isometry. Since we have 
established a “Third Main Theorem” for rc-blocks within G (and by a 
similar argument, within L), the proof that Oa=x:xEBg,,G, (e”, x)x 
proceeds exactly as in Reynolds’ proof in the single prime case in [2]. 
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